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Abstract
We study learning in a modified EXACT model, where the oracles are corrupt and only few of the presented attributes
are relevant. Both modifications were already studied in the literature [Dana Angluin, Ma¯rtin¸sˇ Krikis, Learning with malicious
membership queries and exceptions (extended abstract), in: COLT ’94: Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Conference on
Computational Learning Theory, ACM Press, 1994, pp. 56–57 [3]; Dana Angluin, Ma¯rtin¸sˇ Krikis, Robert H. Sloan, Gyo¨rgy Tura´n,
Malicious omissions and errors in answers to membership queries, Machine Learning 28 (1997) 211–255; Laurence Bisht, Nader H.
Bshouty, Lawrance Khoury, Learning with errors in answers to membership queries (extracted abstract), in: FOCS ’04: Proceedings
of the 45th Annual IEEE Symposium on Foundations of Computer Science, FOCS’04, IEEE Computer Society, 2004, pp. 611–620;
Nader H. Bshouty, Lisa Hellerstein, Attribute-efficient learning in query and mistake-bound models, J. Comput. System Sci. 56
(3) (1998) 310–319 [12]; Nick Littlestone, Learning quickly when irrelevant attributes abound: A new linear-threshold algorithm,
Machine Learning 2 (4) (1988) 285–318; Robert H. Sloan, Gyorgy Turan, Learning with queries but incomplete information
(extended abstract), in: COLT ’94: Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Conference on Computational Learning Theory, ACM Press,
1994, pp. 237–245 [5]], and efficient solutions were found to most of their variants. Nonetheless, their reasonable combination is
yet to be studied, and integrating the existing solutions either fails or works with a complexity that can be significantly improved.
In this paper we prove the equivalence of EXACT learning attribute-efficiently with and without corrupt oracles. For each of the
possible scenarios we describe a generic scheme that enables learning in these cases using modifications of the standard learning
algorithms. We also generalize and improve previous non-attribute-efficient algorithms for learning with corrupt oracles.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we prove the equivalence of learning attribute-efficiently with and without corrupt oracles (limited
or malicious). A membership oracle is “limited” if it might answer “I don’t know” on some chosen subset of the
instance space, and an oracle is “malicious” if it flips the classifications of the target function, for some chosen
subset of the instance space, and answers accordingly. An “attribute-efficient” algorithm is defined to be one whose
query complexity has only sublinear dependency on the total number of attributes (variables). Angluin et al. [4]
have presented, for several concept classes, learning algorithms which are efficient despite the use of corrupt oracles.
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However, the more general question, of whether EXACT learning with corruptions is reducible to standard EXACT
learning, remained an open question at that time. Only recently, have Bisht, Bshouty and Khoury [5] resolved this
question, by efficiently reducing learning with various types of corruptions to standard EXACT learning. Nonetheless,
their algorithms, which transform standard learning algorithms to ones for learning with corrupt oracles, multiply
the complexity of the standard algorithms by the total number of variables (and the number of corruptions), and
thus the resulting algorithms are non-attribute-efficient, regardless of the possible attribute-efficiency of the original
algorithms. This has motivated us to study the question of attribute-efficient learning with corrupt oracles. We prove
the attribute-efficient analogs of the results of Bisht, Bshouty and Khoury [5], and improve some of their algorithms
also for the non-attribute-efficient case.
We also present an example of utilizing the properties of a specific concept class, CDNF (which contains also
decision trees), for an improved learning of it with corrupt oracles (improved relative to our more generic algorithms).
Our discussed learning models require the learning algorithm to learn the target function “strictly” as presented
to it by the most accurate oracle it has, meaning that if it has access to only malicious oracles, then it should learn
the target function along with the function’s corruptions. In the case of a limited membership oracle, we also discuss
“non-strict” learning of the target function without the instances on which the oracle answers “I don’t know” (i.e., on
these instances the algorithm is not obliged to be accurate). Angluin et al. [4] have already proved that efficient non-
strict learnability implies efficient strict learnability, and we notably improve their transformation scheme between the
two models.
1.1. Preliminaries
1.1.1. Boolean concept classes and functions
We define a Representation Class F to be {Fn}n>0, where Fn is a set of Boolean formulae defined over a set of
Boolean variables Vn = {x1, . . . , xn}. We define the corresponding Concept Class C to be {Cn}n>0, where Cn is the
set of Boolean functions f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} defined by their representations in Fn . The size of a function f ∈ Cn ,
denoted by sizeF ( f ), is the size (number of bits) of its minimal representation in Fn (we may write just size( f ), when
F is understood from the context). We will sometimes refer to the Boolean function f as the subset of {0, 1}n which
satisfies the function, i.e., {x ∈ {0, 1}n | f (x) = 1}. For a Boolean assignment a ∈ {0, 1}n , we denote by ai ∈ {0, 1}
(i ∈ {1, . . . , n}) the i’th bit of a. For a Boolean assignment a ∈ {0, 1}n and a bit value σ ∈ {0, 1}, we denote by
a|ai←σ the assignment b ∈ {0, 1}n for which b j = a j for all j 6= i and bi = σ .
For a given Boolean function f ∈ Cn , a variable xi ∈ Vn is relevant if there exists an assignment a ∈ {0, 1}n
for which f (a|ai←0) 6= f (a|ai←1). We denote by Crn the class of Boolean functions f ∈ Cn with at most r relevant
variables. We say that two instances a, b ∈ {0, 1}n are conceptually equivalent, with respect to a Boolean function f ,
if a and b have equal values in all the relevant variables. Note that this is indeed an equivalence relation, and we shall
denote it by a ≡ f b. Two instances from different equivalence classes would be called conceptually different.
A restriction of a set S ⊆ {0, 1}n to a Boolean function ρ, is the set of all instances in S which satisfy ρ; that is,
{a ∈ S | ρ(a) = 1}. For a Boolean function f , the restriction of f to ρ is defined by the function f∧ρ.
A partial assignment is pi = (pi1, . . . , pin), where pii ∈ {0, 1, xi }. Its corresponding term T pi is the conjunction of
all the variables xi for which pii ∈ {0, 1}, where xi is negated if pii = 0 (it can also be thought of as the maximal-size
term which is satisfied by pi ). The fixed set of pi is the set {xi | pii ∈ {0, 1}} ⊆ Vn , of the variables whose value is fixed,
i.e., 0 or 1. We will sometimes refer to a variable that is not in the fixed set, as an unfixed variable, and the unfixed set
is defined equivalently. The projection of an assignment a ∈ {0, 1}m (m ≤ n) to a partial assignment pi , denoted by
pi(a) ∈ {0, 1}n , is the assignment for which
(pi(a))i =
{
pii pii ∈ {0, 1}
ai otherwise.
For example, the projection of (1, 0, 1, 1) to (0, x2, x3, 0) is (0, 0, 1, 0). The definition remains the same also for
assignments a ∈ {0, 1}m , m < n, where the m bits of a do not necessarily correspond to the first m bits of pi ∈ {0, 1}n ,
but to some predefined subset of it.
The projection of a set A ⊆ {0, 1}n to pi is naturally defined as pi(A) def= {pi(a) : a ∈ A}. The projection of a
Boolean function f (a) to pi is the function pi( f )(a) def= f (pi(a)). Equivalently, if f is represented by a formula φ over
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the set of variables Vn = {x1, . . . , xn}, then pi( f ) is represented by the formula pi(φ) generated from φ by replacing
each xi with pii . We will denote the projected concept class {pi( f ) | f ∈ C} by pi(C). A concept class C is closed
under projection if for any partial assignment pi , pi(C) ⊆ C . Note that Valiant [13] uses the terms “restriction” and
“projection” interchangeably, whereas we reserve the latter for our above distinctive definition.
Let f be a Boolean function, and let T be a set of labelled examples {(x, σ ) ∈ {0, 1}n×{0, 1}}. The function which
is equivalent to f but has T as a set of “hard coded” values, is denoted by [ f, T ], and defined for all x ∈ {0, 1}n as:
[ f, T ](x) def=
{
σ (x, σ ) ∈ T
f (x) otherwise.
We will sometimes describe [ f, T ] as the attachment of T to f . Note that some of the labelled instances in T might
actually agree with their classification by f , and thus T should not necessarily be considered as a set of “exceptions”
to f . In any case, the representation of [ f, T ] contains T as a distinct set of instances and thus the size of [ f, T ] is
assumed to be: O(size( f )+ n · |T |).
1.1.2. Learning models
In all the learning models, the learner has access to some set of oracles, which are related to an unknown target
function f ∈ Cn (where Cn is known). Using these oracles, the learner should find a polynomially computable
hypothesis h : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} equivalent to f . Two major learning models are discussed:
1.1.2.1. EXACT. In this model, the learner is given access to an equivalence query oracle EQ f , which gets as
its input (the representation of) a Boolean hypothesis h : {0, 1} → {0, 1}n and returns either a counterexample
a ∈ {0, 1}n such that f (a) 6= h(a), or the answer “Yes” if the hypothesis is equivalent to the target function. After
receiving a counterexample, the learner updates his hypothesis accordingly and asks an equivalence query with his
new hypothesis. The learner’s goal is to find a hypothesis h for which EQ f (h) = “Yes”, using a minimal number of
equivalence queries. Given that the learned concept class is C , equivalence queries EQ f (h) such that h ∈ C are called
proper, and otherwise are called improper.
1.1.2.2. EXACT(MQ). In this model, the learner can use, in addition to the equivalence query oracle EQ f , a
membership query oracle MQ f , which gets as its input an assignment a ∈ {0, 1}n and returns the value of the target
function f (a). The learner’s goal is, again, to find a hypothesis h for which EQ f (h) = “Yes”, using a minimal number
of equivalence and membership queries.
1.1.3. Efficient learning
We will sometimes write poly(·) to denote a claim that is true for some polynomial p(·). We say that a concept
class C is efficiently EXACT learnable, if there exists an algorithm ALGEQ with access to an equivalence oracle, such
that, for any target function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} ∈ C , ALGEQ outputs in time poly(n, size( f )) a polynomially
computable hypothesis h logically equivalent to f (i.e., h(x) = f (x) for all instances x). EXACT(MQ) efficient
learnability is defined similarly.
The time bound of an algorithm ALG is called its time complexity, whereas the bound on the number of queries
used is called membership (resp. equivalence) query complexity.
The bound on the maximal size of the equivalence queries (the size of the hypotheses used by the learner) is called
size complexity.
The probabilistic variants of the above models are when the learning algorithms may use coin flips for their
computations. In these cases, the values of the complexity parameters (time, query and size) are the expected
complexity values, where the expectation is taken over the algorithms’ coin-flips distribution. An efficient probabilistic
algorithm is an algorithm whose expected complexity parameters are polynomial (in the aforementioned sense).
If we assume that {x1, . . . , xn} ⊆ Crn (a rather weak assumption), then we have the following size complexity
lower-bound for learning Crn with equivalence queries only:
Lemma 1. Let Crn be a concept class for which {x1, . . . , xn} ⊆ Crn . Let AEQ be an algorithm that learns Crn , and let
ψe(n, r) and ψs(n, r) be its query and size complexities, respectively. Then
ψs(n, r) ≥ n
ψe(n, r)
.
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Table 1
The requirements from the output hypothesis h, with respect to the target function f , in
each combination of available oracles
Query Type MQ MMQ LMQ Without MQ
EQ h ≡ f h ≡ f h ≡ f or [h, E] ≡ [ f, E] h ≡ f
MEQ h ≡ f h ≡ [ f, E] h ≡ [ f, E] h ≡ [ f, E]
Without EQ h ≡ f h ≡ [ f, E] [h, E] ≡ [ f, E] −
The rows and columns list the possible types of equivalence and membership oracles,
respectively.
Proof. Observe that in the worst case, each of the n variables must appear in at least one queried hypothesis h.
This is true since otherwise an adversary oracle may always assume the target function to be one of the unasked
variables, and return counterexamples where the value of all the unasked variables is the same. If the learner asks on
the assumed target function then the oracle may switch its assumed target function to be another unasked variable,
which is consistent also with previous counterexamples. In this way the learner must eventually include each of the
n variables in its equivalence queries in order to get some information about it and resolve the missing knowledge
regarding the set of candidate hypotheses {x1, . . . , xn}. From this we have that
ψe(n, r) · ψs(n, r) ≥ n,
which implies the required lower-bound for ψs(n, r). 
1.1.4. Attribute-efficient learning
Let I : N → N, be such that I (n) = o(n). A learning algorithm for Crn is I (n)-attribute-efficient (or A.E.) if
its query complexity is bounded by O(I (n)poly(r, size( f ))). We will sometimes discuss attribute-efficient learning
without mentioning the exact I (n) dependency on n, which means that our statements in these cases are true for all
I (n) = o(n).
1.1.5. Malicious and limited oracles
Sometimes the given membership or equivalence oracle errs on some (adversarially) chosen subset of the instance
space {0, 1}n . In this case the oracle is called malicious and denoted by MMQ f and MEQ f respectively. In a weaker
version, the membership oracle is never mistaken, yet might answer “I don’t know” (denoted by ⊥) on some subset
of the instance space. In this case the oracle is called limited and denoted by LMQ f . The notation of a function with
an attached set of classified instances [ f, E] is generalized in this case to allow classification of ⊥. We shall use the
common name corrupt to anything (e.g., oracle, labelled instance) that behaves inconsistently with the true target
function, and the name standard to anything that is not corrupt. We denote by CMQ (resp. CEQ) any type of corrupt
membership (resp. equivalence) oracle.
Note that in our study the corrupt oracles are required to be persistent; that is, each oracle returns the same answers
when asked the same queries (in other models it is not necessarily so, e.g., Sakakibara [11]).
We denote the corrupt set, of maliciously or limitedly classified instances, by E ⊆ {0, 1}n × {0, 1,⊥}, and denote
its size by L def= |E |. This means that for all (x, σ ) ∈ E , we have f (x) 6= [ f, E](x) = σ , where σ ∈ {0, 1,⊥}.
In accordance with the above definitions of the oracles, any corrupt membership oracle classifies queried instances
x ∈ {0, 1}n according to [ f, E](x), and the malicious equivalence oracle MEQ f might return counterexamples
(x, σ ) ∈ E for which the learner’s hypothesis actually satisfies h(x) = f (x) 6= σ .
The definition of I (n)-attribute-efficient learnability is modified when the oracles are corrupt. When the size of
the corrupt set is L , we require query complexities of O(I (n)poly(r, size( f ), L)); that is, we allow the learner to
use additional computational resources, which are polynomial in the size of the corrupt set, in order to overcome the
oracle’s inconsistencies with the target function.
The DNF (resp. CNF) concept class is the class of all functions with polynomial size DNF (resp. CNF)
representation. The MDNF (⊆DNF) concept class is the class of all monotone DNF functions. The CDNF concept
class is the class of all functions with both a polynomial size DNF and a polynomial size CNF representations. In
particular, it includes the important DT concept class, of polynomial-size decision trees.
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1.1.6. Strict and non-strict learning
In the non-strict model of learning, we require the learner to output a hypothesis h for which [h, E] ≡ [ f, E],
meaning that the hypothesis h is obliged to be consistent only with the non-corrupt classifications of the oracles. This
relaxed model is used only when learning with a limited membership oracle, either with or without an additional
equivalence oracle (without an equivalence oracle this is the only possible model). Thus, when learning non-strictly,
the standard equivalence oracle would answer accordingly “Yes” for all queries on such a hypothesis h, without the
ability to return any counterexample from the limited set E .
In the model of strict learning, the learning algorithm should output a hypothesis h equivalent to the target function
as presented to it by the oracles. When at least one of the oracles is standard, then we require the algorithm to output
h such that h ≡ f , since the algorithm has some source of information about the true (non-corrupt) f . The learning
requirements in each scenario are summarized in Table 1.
2. Learning with corrupt oracles
We shall now present the main theorem, which states an equivalence between attribute-efficient learning with and
without corruptions. Bisht, Bshouty and Khoury [5] have already shown how to overcome errors in queries, when there
is no attribute-efficiency requirement, and here we generalize this result. The theorem will be proved by a sequence
of algorithms, each of which handles another type of error.
Theorem 2. For all concept classes closed under projection, EXACT (resp. EXACT(MQ)) attribute-efficient
learnability implies EXACT (resp. EXACT(MQ)) attribute-efficient learnability with corrupt oracles.
2.1. Learning with MEQ
We study the case of learning a concept class Crn-attribute-efficiently in the EXACT model (equivalence queries
only), where at most L examples are maliciously corrupt. First we describe a brute-force solution, which uses few
queries but each with a relatively large hypothesis, and then we present a probabilistic “divide & conquer” algorithm
(based on Bshouty’s [8] “divide & conquer” learning), which uses more queries but each of the queries and the output
hypothesis are fairly small. These algorithms may be used also in order to overcome corrupt oracles for classes that
are not attribute-efficiently learnable (and then the learning remains not attribute-efficient). Thus, the algorithms in
this subsection are described as using any basic learning algorithm.
Let ALGEQ be such an EXACT learning algorithm for the concept class Crn (possibly r = n), with time,
equivalence query and hypotheses-size complexities of ψt (n, r), ψe(n, r) and ψs(n, r), respectively, for some
functions ψt , ψe, ψs : N× N→ N.
2.1.1. Deterministic brute-force algorithm
When letting ALGEQ run with access to a malicious equivalence oracle, we can be certain that if the algorithm
runs more than ψt (n, r) steps, asks more than ψe(n, r) queries or gets stuck, then it was misled by the oracle in at
least one of the received counterexamples along the run. If we could have discriminated between the corrupt and non-
corrupt counterexamples, then we would run the same algorithm again, but this time add to any hypothesis on which
we ask an equivalence query, a “table” with all the corrupt counterexamples from previous runs as “exceptions” to the
hypothesis, thus preventing the oracle from lying again on these examples. After repeating this procedure at most L
times, the oracle cannot lie any more, since all the corrupt counterexamples are classified by all the hypotheses during
the L + 1 run according to their corrupt value in E , and thus we succeed to obtain the correct output hypothesis.
Since we do not have a way to locate the erroneous examples among all the seen examples, then we attach to our
queried hypotheses a table with all the past examples. In this way, any additional counterexample is inevitably a new
counterexample. The algorithm BruteForceMEQ is detailed in Algorithm 1.
Note that, when learning f ∈ Crn , during each run of the original learning algorithm, it is completely “unaware”
to the attachment of the set T of past counterexamples to its hypothesis h. In addition, each received counterexample
e = (x, f (x)) is such that both [h, T ](x) 6= f (x) and h(x) 6= f (x), since the oracle cannot return counterexamples
from the explicitly attached set T . Thus, in the last run, when the oracle cannot lie any more, the learning algorithm
receives true counterexamples also with respect to its (original) hypotheses and therefore necessarily succeeds. Note
however, that, unless we add assumptions regarding the learned concept class, the use of attachments in this algorithm
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm BruteForceMEQ —Deterministic learning withmalicious equivalence queries.
1: T ← ∅ // The set of all past counterexamples.
2: For i = 1, . . . , L + 1 do
3: Run ALGEQ, and whenever it asks EQ f (h) ask MEQ f ([h, T ]) instead.
4: Let ALGEQ use at most ψt (n, r) time steps and ψe(n, r) equivalence queries.
5: If ALGEQ has found a hypothesis h for which MEQ f ([h, T ]) = “Yes” then
6: Return [h, T ].
7: else
8: Let T ′ ⊆ {0, 1}n × {0, 1} be the set of all received counterexamples.
9: T ← T ∪ T ′
10: end If
11: end For
assumes improper learning; that is, the oracle should handle hypotheses that are not necessarily from the learned
concept class.
Lemma 3. Algorithm BruteForceMEQ learns Crn with O(ψt (n, r)L) time steps and O(ψe(n, r)L) malicious
equivalence queries of size O(ψs(n, r)+ ψe(n, r)nL).
Corollary 4. (I (n)-attribute-efficient) learnability of Crn , with O(ψt (n, r)) time steps and O(ψe(n, r)) equivalence
queries of size O(ψs(n, r)), implies (O(I (n))-attribute-efficient) learnability of Crn , with O(ψt (n, r)L) time steps and
O(ψe(n, r)L) malicious equivalence queries of size O(ψs(n, r)+ ψe(n, r)nL).
2.1.2. Probabilistic divide & conquer algorithm
The algorithm consists of two nested algorithms: DivideMEQ and ConquerMEQ. It partitions the instance space
to several disjoint subsets (“Divide”), defined by a set of Boolean restrictions ρ1, ρ2, . . . ρm , and learns the target
function f by learning separately each of f ’s restrictions f1, f2, . . . , fm to these subsets (“Conquer”). The final
hypothesis classifies each instance using the restriction to which it belongs, and thus is represented as a “conditioned”
disjunction: h def= (ρ1∧h1)∨(ρ2∧h2)∨ · · · ∨(ρm∧hm). This method proves particularly useful when it is easier to learn
each of the separate restrictions of f than to learn the complete f . In our case, we would partition the instance space
in a way that, with high probability, each subset would include no more than a single corrupt instance, and then learn
the separate restrictions of f to each of these subsets using a simpler algorithm for learning with at most one corrupt
example (i.e., L = 1).
2.1.2.1. Learning with L = 1: ConquerMEQ. When the number of corrupt examples is at most one, we may run
ALGEQ until it gets the answer “Yes” or until it exceeds its complexity, which then implies that necessarily one of the
oracle’s counterexamples was maliciously incorrect. In the later case we rerun the algorithm, but this time assume that
the first counterexample was corrupt and ask all the equivalence queries on the same hypotheses as ALGEQ would
ask, but with this counterexample attached, which prevents the oracle from repeating this lie again. In this way, the
rest of the algorithm’s run is assumed to be corruption-free, and thus if the first example was indeed the corrupt one,
then the algorithm would find the target function in this run. If also this run exceeds its supposed complexities, then
we know that it wasn’t the first example that was corrupt, and we continue searching for the false counterexample
until ALGEQ finally succeeds. The algorithm can be thought of as tracing a binary tree in which every right child’s
subtree (representing the assumption that the example-node was corrupt) is a unary tree (since L = 1, no more
corrupt examples are allowed), and we continue tracing the next branch only if we discover that the current branch’s
assumption is incorrect, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The conquering algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 2.
Lemma 5. If L ≤ 1, algorithm ConquerMEQ learns Crn with O(ψt (n, r)ψe(n, r)) time steps and O(ψe(n, r)2)
malicious equivalence queries of size O(ψs(n, r)+ n).
Proof. Each of the tree branches adds no more than ψe(n, r)+1 queries and ψt (n, r)+1 time steps. Since the number
of splits, which bounds the number of branches, equals the number of queries in a single run, then we have no more
than ψe(n, r) traced branches. Thus we get a total time complexity of O(ψe(n, r)ψt (n, r)), and query complexity of
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Fig. 1. The binary tree of Algorithm ConquerMEQ. The right-hand children relate to branches assumed to be corruption-free.
Algorithm 2 Algorithm ConquerMEQ — Learning with malicious equivalence queries, when at most one
counterexample is malicious.
1: Run ALGEQ for at most ψt (n, r) time steps and ψe(n, r) equivalence queries.
2: If ALGEQ has found a hypothesis h for which MEQ f (h) = “Yes” then
3: Return h.
4: else
5: Let {e1 = (x1, f (x1)), . . . , eq = (xq , f (xq))} be the set of all received counterexamples.
6: For i = 1, . . . , q do
7: Run ALGEQ, and whenever it asks EQ f (h) ask MEQ f ([h, {ei }]) instead.
8: Let ALGEQ use at most ψt (n, r) time steps and ψe(n, r) equivalence queries.
9: If ALGEQ has found a hypothesis h for which MEQ f ([h, {ei }]) = “Yes” then
10: Return [h, {ei }]
11: end If
12: end For
13: end If
O(ψe(n, r)2). The size of each hypothesis is O(ψs(n, r)+n) since we keep only one assumed corrupt example along
with the current hypothesis. 
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Fig. 2. The binary tree of Algorithm DivideMEQ. At the top of each node is the restriction defining it, and at the bottom is the set of corruptions
belonging to this restriction.
2.1.2.2. Learning with L > 1: DivideMEQ. When running ConquerMEQ, if we finish tracing all the branches of
the tree and in each branch we exceeded the (time or query) complexity bound, then we may deduce that the oracle
has lied at least twice in at least one branch: the branch for which we “corrected” a truly corrupt counterexample
and nevertheless haven’t got a good hypothesis. Thus we would like to divide the instance space arbitrarily to two
equal-sized subsets, such that with high probability, the (at least) two corrupt examples would be separated by this
division, and as a consequence, the bound on the allowed number of corruptions in each of f ’s restrictions would be
reduced. The division is done by defining a Boolean function ρ, and using it to partition the instance space to two
complementary sets: {a ∈ {0, 1}n|ρ(a) = 1}, {a ∈ {0, 1}n|ρ(a) = 1}. Following this division we rerun ConquerMEQ
on each of the two complementary restrictions in parallel, ask equivalence queries that are the conditioned disjunctions
of the two restrictions’ hypotheses, i.e., MEQ((ρ∧hρ)∨(ρ∧hρ)), and return the counterexample of each such query to
one of the two parallel runs of ConquerMEQ, according to the restriction to which the counterexample belongs. Any
restriction in which we fail is redivided, and ConquerMEQ is rerun on each of the subdivisions, until we get disjoint
restrictions with no more than one corrupt example in each, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (the restriction is at the upper part
of each node, and below it the set of corruptions belonging to this restriction).
How do we partition each restriction to two such subsets? We would like it to be partitioned in a way that no
adversary would be able to put all the corrupt examples in only one of the partitions. In order to avoid an adversarial
behavior which maliciously fits the choice of corrupt examples to the algorithm’s partitioning method, we should
partition the set randomly. The simplest way to arbitrarily bisect any instance set is to define the partitioning function
as the parity of some randomly chosen subset of the instances’ bits. The division policy of the algorithm (detailed in
Algorithm 3) leads to an expected number of O(L) divisions, which implies the following lemma:
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm DivideMEQ — Probabilistic “Divide & Conquer” learning with malicious equivalence
queries. ConquerρMEQ denotes a copy of ConquerMEQ that runs in a node restricted by ρ.
1: ρ0← 1, Γ ← {ρ0}
2: Run Conquerρ0MEQ until it asks MEQ f (hρ0). Let a ∈ {0, 1}n ∪ {“Yes”} be the received answer.
3: while a 6= “Yes” do
4: Let ρ ∈ Γ be the unique restriction for which ρ(a) = 1.
5: Return a as a counterexample to ConquerρMEQ, and continue running until it asks MEQ f (hρi ).
6: If ConquerρMEQ fails then
7: • Choose randomly S ⊆ {1, . . . , n}
• Define a new restriction: ρ∗←⊕i∈S xi• ρ1← ρ∧ρ∗, ρ2← ρ∧ρ∗
• Γ ← Γ \ {ρ} ∪ {ρ1, ρ2}
• Run algorithms: Conquerρ1MEQ and Conquerρ2MEQ, until
they ask MEQ f (hρ1) and MEQ f (hρ2) respectively.
8: end If
9: Ask MEQ f (
∨
ρ∈Γ (ρ∧hρ)); Let a ∈ {0, 1}n ∪ {“Yes”} be the received answer.
10: end while
11: Return
∨
ρ∈Γ (ρ∧hρ)
Lemma 6. Algorithm DivideMEQ learns Crn with expected time complexity of O(ψt (n, r)ψe(n, r)L), expected
malicious equivalence query complexity of O(ψe(n, r)2L), and hypotheses of O((ψs(n, r)+ n)L) expected size.
Proof. Let T be the binary tree built by the algorithm. We will show that the expected size of T (number of nodes) is
O(L), from which the claim follows. Let us first make several observations:
• Since running ConquerMEQ on a restriction with at most one corruption necessarily succeeds, each such node is a
leaf of the tree. Thus, the nodes of T can be partitioned to four distinct types:
1. Leaves whose restriction contains a single corruption. Since the total number of corruptions in {0, 1}n is L , the
number of such leaves is exactly L .
2. Leaves whose restriction contains no corrupt examples. Let us denote by θ the random variable whose value is
the number of these empty leaves.
3. Internal nodes whose restriction contains k corrupt examples (k ≥ 2), and the number of corruptions in its sons
is 0 and k. We shall call such parent-nodes bad, and their split would be called a failure. Since each bad node
has exactly one empty son, there are also exactly θ bad nodes.
4. Internal nodes whose restriction contains k corrupt examples (k ≥ 2), and the number of corruptions in each of
its sons is less than k. We shall call such parent-nodes good, and their split would be called a success. Observe
that since T is a binary tree with L + θ leaves, it has exactly L + θ − 1 internal nodes, and thus the number of
good nodes is exactly L − 1.
• For any assignment a ∈ {0, 1}n \ {0n}, and any randomly chosen subset of its bits S ⊆ {1, . . . , n},
PrS
[⊕
i∈S
ai = 0
]
= PrS
[⊕
i∈S
ai = 1
]
.
Thus, for any two assignments a, b ∈ {0, 1}n \ {0n}, and any randomly chosen subset of its bits S ⊆ {1, . . . , n},
PrS
[⊕
i∈S
ai =
⊕
i∈S
bi
]
= PrS
[⊕
i∈S
ai 6=
⊕
i∈S
bi
]
.
• For a specific internal node (with k ≥ 2 corruptions), let ps and p f be the probabilities of success and failure
respectively, taken over the random choice of the parity function for the division of that node. Two corrupt instances
are split to two separate nodes if they get different values by the chosen parity function, and thus, from the previous
item we get that ps ≥ 12 , and thus p f ≤ ps .
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Since T is a binary tree, size(T ) = 2(θ + L) − 1, and thus, proving that E[θ ] = O(L) implies the desired
expectation bound on the size of T . Recall that E[θ ] is both the expected number of empty leaves and the expected
number of bad nodes. Since each internal node is chosen to be good or bad independently of the other internal nodes,
then the relation p f ≤ ps implies that E[#bad] ≤ E[#good] (where ’#’ stands for “number of”). Since the number
of good nodes is always L − 1, we get
E[θ ] = E[#bad] ≤ E[#good] = #good = L − 1,
which implies E[θ ] = O(L) as desired. 
2.2. Learning with CMQ
Note that, when discussing attribute-efficient learnability of a concept class Crn (r = o(n)), we shall be interested
mainly in the case that L = o(n), since L = Ω(n) allows the corrupt oracle to supply no information at all in its first n
answers (by returning randomly chosen classifications). In this case, the first n queries are necessary and the learning
algorithm must have at least linear dependence on n, which is something that can be achieved also with reductions
that are not attribute-efficient for any L (e.g., [5]).
When L = o(n) (or even just L < n2 − r ), there is in fact an easy way to overcome the problem of the corrupt
oracles, as defined above, when we also have access to a membership oracle. For any two conceptually equivalent
instances x ≡ f y, we have f (x) = f (y), and since the size of each equivalence class is as large as 2n−r , this gives us
a huge amount of redundancy in the instance space, and we may use this redundancy to find the true value of f on any
instance. If the learning algorithm asks a membership query MMQ f (x) (or LMQ f (x)), then in order to know the true
value f (x), it may ask additional 2r + 2L membership queries on instances which differ from x in a single bit each,
and take the majority of all the 2r+2L+1 answers. That is, if we denote by x i , the instance x with its i’th bit flipped,
then the set of additionally queried instances consists of the x i ’s, for each index i from an arbitrarily chosen subset of
{1, . . . , n}, of size 2r + 2L . Since the oracle may return only L maliciously incorrect answers, and the true value of
the answer may differ from f (x) in at most r queries (where we accidentally flipped a relevant bit), then necessarily
at least r + L + 1 answers will be equal to f (x) and thus the majority of the answers equals f (x), as desired.
Using this simple technique we get the following result:
Lemma 7. When L < n2 − r , I (n)-attribute-efficient learnability of Crn , with O(ϕ˜t (n, r)) time steps, O(ϕ˜m(n, r))
membership queries and O(ϕ˜e(n, r)) equivalence queries of size O(ϕ˜s(n, r)), implies O(I (n))-attribute-efficient
strict learnability of Crn , with O(ϕ˜t (n, r) + (r + L)ϕ˜m(n, r)) time steps, O((r + L)ϕ˜m(n, r)) corrupt membership
queries and O(ϕ˜e(n, r)) standard equivalence queries of size O(ϕ˜s(n, r)).
The correctness of counterexamples received from a MEQ oracle can also be verified using membership queries
in a similar way, and if some counterexample is found to be incorrect then we simply attach it to all subsequent
equivalence queries. This leads to the following result for learning when the equivalence oracle is corrupt as well:
Lemma 8. When L < n2 − r , I (n)-attribute-efficient learnability of Crn , with O(ϕ˜t (n, r)) time steps, O(ϕ˜m(n, r))
membership queries and O(ϕ˜e(n, r)) equivalence queries of size O(ϕ˜s(n, r)), implies O(I (n))-attribute-efficient
strict learnability of Crn , with O(ϕ˜t (n, r) + (r + L)(ϕ˜m(n, r) + ϕ˜e(n, r))) time steps, O((r + L)(ϕ˜m(n, r) +
ϕ˜e(n, r))) corrupt membership queries and O(ϕ˜e(n, r) + L) corrupt equivalence queries of size O(ϕ˜s(n, r) +
nL).
In the common case that L and r are unknown, we may use the folklore “doubling technique” to overcome the
missing knowledge (as used also in [5]). Another, more efficient, way of handling the missing knowledge is to choose
the flipped bits randomly (with the n bits uniformly distributed). By Chernoff bound, it can be easily shown that the
probability of an incorrect majority vote decreases exponentially in the number of flipped bits.
3. Learning with conceptually corrupt oracles
As we defined corrupt oracles thus far, an oracle might be inconsistent on instances that are actually conceptually
equivalent. In this case, corruptions can be thought of as resulting from an imperfect oracle (flipping the classifications
in some of its answers), rather than from actual corruptions in the learned concept (with some flipped classifications
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in its truth-table). As we have seen, such an oracle can be used for learning by simply asking enough queries to correct
for the oracle’s lies and reveal the true learned concept. We shall now prove the possibility of learning also with the
later type of corruptions; that is, learning with oracles that are “conceptually corrupt” by actually presenting a corrupt
concept. Thus we define a conceptually corrupt (conceptually limited or conceptually malicious) oracle to be such
that is necessarily consistent on all conceptually equivalent instances.
In our new definition, for a given conceptually corrupt oracle, we denote the number of conceptually
different corrupt instances by l, and an I (n)-attribute-efficient learning algorithm has a query complexity of
O(I (n)poly(r, size( f ), l)) (L is replaced by l). Note that now the total number of corrupt instances is L = l · 2n−r ,
which is by far more than the number of corruptions that we can efficiently handle using the previously described
“redundancy technique”. In fact, in this new setting, the technique cannot be practically used, even if we disregard
computational issues, since the oracles are conceptually consistent, meaning there is no redundancy in the instance
space.
We shall denote the conceptually limited and conceptually malicious membership oracles by CLMQ and CMMQ
respectively. We denote the Conceptually Corrupt oracles by CCEQ and CCMQ, respectively. With the above new
definition of the problem, we may now state a stronger theorem for the case of having access to a membership oracle
as well:
Theorem 9. For all concept classes closed under projection, EXACT(MQ) learnability implies EXACT(MQ)
O(log n)-attribute-efficient learnability with conceptually corrupt oracles.
We will first show how this theorem can be proved with a combination of two known algorithms, and then
we present a novel algorithm which improves the complexity for the case of learning with a conceptually limited
membership oracle (and a standard equivalence oracle). Note that the following algorithms are constrained to classes
that are closed under projection.
3.1. Learning with CCEQ and CCMQ
Two known algorithms will be combined (nested) to achieve attribute-efficient learning with conceptually corrupt
oracles. The main algorithm we shall use is FindRelevantEQ+MQ, described below, to find the relevant variables.
As its subalgorithm, it uses a “divide & conquer” learning algorithm, originally presented by Bisht, Bshouty and
Khoury [5], for non-attribute-efficient learning with corrupt oracles.
An algorithm quite similar to FindRelevantEQ+MQ was initially presented by Angluin, Hellerstein and
Karpinski [2] for finding the signs of variables in a read-once formula. It will be used here to find the r relevant
variables, with respect to some unknown function f , among the total of n variables. Finding the relevant variables
enables using a non-attribute-efficient algorithm to learn the projection of the concept class to a partial assignment
whose fixed set consists of the irrelevant variables only, and by this learning with an attribute-efficient complexity.
This modification of the technique was previously used by Blum, Hellerstein and Littlestone [6] for ONLINE learning,
and similar principles are used here for the EXACT model.
FindRelevantEQ+MQ uses an existing non-attribute-efficient algorithm AEQ+MQ (received as its parameter), to
iteratively learn the function f ∈ Crn projected on a partial assignment pi , whose unfixed set consists of the currently
known relevant variables. In each iteration, FindRelevantEQ+MQ uses AEQ+MQ to learn the projection of f , where f
is considered as a function of only the unfixed set of pi (i.e., AEQ+MQ “sees” only relevant variables). AEQ+MQ thus
learns the projected concept class with complexity that depends on the size of pi ’s unfixed set rather than on n. At the
end of each learning iteration FindRelevantEQ+MQ finds a new relevant variable, which is then removed from the set
of fixed variables, to be used in the next iteration.
The details of a single iteration of the combined algorithm are as follows: Let m be the number of unfixed variables
in the current partial assignment pi . Whenever algorithm AEQ+MQ asks a membership query MQ f (y) (y ∈ {0, 1}m),
FindRelevantEQ+MQ asks MQ f (pi(y)) instead (where pi(y) ∈ {0, 1}n complements y to n bits by adding pi ’s fixed
bits in the right places). For each equivalence query EQ f (h), if the received counterexample is a ∈ {0, 1}n , then
FindRelevantEQ+MQ first asks a membership query MQ f (pi(a)). If f (pi(a)) 6= h(a), then since pi( f )(a) = f (pi(a)),
a is returned as a counterexample to AEQ+MQ. Otherwise, f (pi(a)) = h(a) 6= f (a), and we have found the
desired two instances a and pi(a), which differ on the value of some relevant variables from the fixed set of pi ,
and whose classifications by f are opposite. At this point FindRelevantEQ+MQ performs a simple binary search (with
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membership queries), in order to find a single variable xi , whose flipping also flips the received classification. xi is
added to the set of relevant variables, removed from the fixed set of pi (i.e., pii ← xi ), and the learning restarts, only
now the learned class is projected on the modified partial assignment, with m + 1 unfixed variables.
Algorithm 4 Algorithm FindRelevantEQ+MQ(AEQ+MQ) — Learning attribute-efficiency while finding the relevant
variables of the target function.
1: R← ∅
2: Arbitrarily choose an assignment pi ∈ {0, 1}n .
3: loop
4: Run AEQ+MQ on the projected class pi(Crn), with the following changes:
• If it asks MQ f (y), ask MQ f (pi(y)) instead.
• If it asks EQ f (h), let a ∈ {0, 1}n ∪ {“Yes”} be the received answer:
. If a = “Yes”, return h.
. Otherwise, ask MQ f (pi(a)) and let σ be the received answer:
If σ = h(a), return a as a counterexample to AEQ+MQ.
Otherwise, call BinarySearchMQ((a, h(a)), (pi(a), σ )), and let {xi } be the returned variable. R ←
R ∪ {xi }, pii ← xi .
5: end loop
The algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 4, and has the following property [6]:
Lemma 10. Let AEQ+MQ be an algorithm that learns Cn (non-attribute-efficiency) with complexities ϕt (n), ϕe(n),
ϕm(n) and ϕs(n), for some functions ϕt , ϕe, ϕm , ϕs : N → N. Algorithm FindRelevantEQ+MQ(AEQ+MQ) learns Crn
and finds the r relevant variables, with O(rϕt (r)) time steps, O(rϕm(r)+r log n)membership queries, and O(rϕe(r))
equivalence queries of size O(ϕs(r)).
The algorithm works also when using corrupt oracles, as long as the iterated algorithm also handles corruptions.
Observe that the use of a conceptually corrupt membership oracle in the binary search does not affect the correctness of
the found relevant variables, since even corrupt classifications (either⊥ or {0, 1}) flip only when a relevant bit changes
its value (from the definition of a conceptually corrupt oracle). Note, however, that when using CMMQ’s (even with
standard EQ’s), the iterated algorithm should be able to handle also MEQ’s, since some of its counterexamples are
from FindRelevantEQ+CMMQ and rely on (possibly malicious) answers received from CMMQ’s, which might then
cause erroneous counterexamples.
Bisht, Bshouty and Khoury [5] have proved that EXACT(MQ) learnability implies EXACT(MQ) learnability with
corrupt oracles. Their algorithms (denoted here by D&CCEQ+CMQ) achieve the result in the following Theorem:
Theorem 11. For all concept classes closed under projection, learnability of Cn , with O(ϕt (n)) time steps, O(ϕm(n))
membership queries and O(ϕe(n)) equivalence queries of size O(ϕs(n)), implies strict learnability of Cn , with
O(nlϕt (n)) time steps, O(nlϕm(n)) corrupt membership queries and O(nlϕe(n)) corrupt equivalence queries of
size O(lϕs(n)).
Using FindRelevantCEQ+CCMQ(D&CCEQ+CMQ), we get an immediate corollary from the above theorem and
Lemma 10, which proves our main statement (9):
Corollary 12. For all concept classes closed under projection, learnability of Cn , with O(ϕt (n)) time steps, O(ϕm(n))
membership queries and O(ϕe(n)) equivalence queries of size O(ϕs(n)), implies O(log n)-attribute-efficient strict
learnability of Crn , with O(r
2lϕt (r)) time steps, O(r2lϕm(r)+r log n) conceptually corrupt membership queries and
O(r2lϕe(r)) conceptually corrupt equivalence queries of size O(lϕs(r)).
3.2. Improved learning with CLMQ
We shall now see how to improve the above general complexity for the specific case of learning with a
conceptually limited membership oracle (and a standard equivalence oracle). First we present an algorithm for
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handling LMQ when all the bits are relevant, and then we run it “inside” FindRelevantEQ+CLMQ in order to achieve
an attribute-efficient learning with CLMQ. Let AEQ+MQ be an algorithm that learns Cn (non-attribute-efficiently),
with complexities ϕt (n), ϕe(n), ϕm(n) and ϕs(n), for some functions ϕt , ϕe, ϕm , ϕs : N→ N.
3.2.1. Deterministic divide & conquer LMQ algorithm
3.2.1.1. Learning with L = 1: ConquerEQ+LMQ. The algorithm runs AEQ+MQ until it gets ⊥ as the answer of some
membership query CLMQ f (y), and then it splits to two parallel runs A0EQ+MQ and A
1
EQ+MQ. Each of the algorithm’s
copies AσEQ+MQ assumes that the answer to CLMQ f (y) is σ . Since we assume that l = 1 (and that there are no
irrelevant variables, which means that also L = 1), from that point, all the membership queries other than CLMQ f (y)
will return a definite answer — either 0 or 1 . This means that at least one of the two runs must succeed. Note that,
when learning in the strict setting, either one of the algorithms would fail, or both algorithms would output equivalent
hypotheses, since the final hypothesis must satisfy h ≡ f .
Lemma 13. If L ≤ 1, algorithmConquerEQ+LMQ strictly learns Cn with O(ϕt (n)) time steps, O(ϕm(n)) conceptually
limited membership queries and O(ϕe(n)) standard equivalence queries of size O(ϕs(n)).
3.2.1.2. Learning with L > 1: DivideEQ+LMQ. The algorithm begins by trying to run ConquerEQ+LMQ on the given
concept class Crn . If it receives two ⊥ answers, say for CLMQ f (y) and CLMQ f (z), then let xi ∈ Vn be any variable
such that yi 6= zi . DivideEQ+LMQ divides the instance space according to the value of this i’th bit, and reruns two
parallel copies of ConquerEQ+LMQ on each of the corresponding projections of Crn . The division of the instance
space is done by projecting it on xi = 0 and xi = 1. If any of these runs receives two ⊥ answers, then we halt it, and
split the corresponding projection again in the same manner. Note that by partitioning the instance space according
to a relevant variable that separates two ⊥ answers, we can be sure that each of the partitions contains at least one
corruption less than before the partition.
If some copy of algorithm ConquerλEQ+LMQ, which learns over a partition of {0, 1}n defined by the
partial assignment λ, asks CLMQ f (y), we ask CLMQ f (λ(y)) instead. If it asks EQ f (hλ), we wait until
all the copies of the algorithm ask their equivalence queries EQ f (hλ1), . . . ,EQ f (hλm ), and then we ask
EQ f ((T λ1∧hλ1)∨ · · · ∨(T λm∧hλm )) and return the received counterexample a to ConquerλiEQ+LMQ for which
T λi (a) = 1 (similar to the way it was done in the divide & conquer algorithm for MEQ).
Lemma 14. Algorithm DivideEQ+LMQ strictly learns Cn with O(Lϕt (n)) time steps, O(Lϕm(n)) limited membership
queries and O(Lϕe(n)) standard equivalence queries of size O(Lϕs(n)).
Corollary 15. For all concept classes closed under projection, learnability of Cn , with O(ϕt (n)) time steps, O(ϕm(n))
membership queries and O(ϕe(n)) equivalence queries of size O(ϕs(n)), implies strict learnability of Cn , with
O(Lϕt (n)) time steps, O(Lϕm(n)) limited membership queries and O(Lϕe(n)) standard equivalence queries of
size O(Lϕs(n)).
In the next section we improve this result dramatically (to only an additive factor of nL membership queries) for
the specific case of learning CDNF functions, using a modification of the “monotone theory” of Bshouty [7].
Observe that using FindRelevantEQ+CLMQ with DivideEQ+LMQ as its iterated learning algorithm, we get an
improved attribute-efficient learning algorithm with a conceptually limited membership oracle. From Lemmas 10
and 14 we get the complexity of the combined algorithm and then a general corollary (which significantly improves
the more generic result of Corollary 12):
Lemma 16. Algorithm FindRelevantEQ+CLMQ(DivideEQ+LMQ) strictly learns Crn with O(rlϕt (r)) time steps,
O(rlϕm(r) + r log n) conceptually limited membership queries and O(rlϕe(r)) equivalence queries of size
O(lϕs(r)).
Corollary 17. For all concept classes closed under projection, learnability of Cn , with O(ϕt (n)) time steps, O(ϕm(n))
membership queries and O(ϕe(n)) equivalence queries of size O(ϕs(n)), implies O(log n)-attribute-efficient strict
learnability of Crn , with O(rlϕt (r)) time steps, O(rlϕm(r) + r log n) conceptually limited membership queries and
O(rlϕe(r)) standard equivalence queries of size O(lϕs(r)).
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4. Learning CDNF with CLMQ
As we have already seen in previous sections, a standard learning algorithm with complexities of O(ϕi (·)) might
be used also with a limited membership oracle, resulting in complexities of O(Lϕi (·)); that is, with a multiplicative
factor of L . We shall now see that for the CDNF class, or any other concept class that can be learned with the monotone
theory of Bshouty [7], it can be strictly learned with LMQ using only an addition of O(nL) limited membership
queries and O(L) equivalence queries.
4.1. Preliminaries
A Boolean function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} is called monotone if for all pairs of assignments a, b ∈ {0, 1}n ,
a ≤ b⇒ f (a) ≤ f (b).
The above partial order ‘≤’ may be illustrated as a Boolean lattice, which is a layered graph of relations between
all the assignments in {0, 1}n . For all 0 ≤ i ≤ n, the i’th layer of the lattice contains all the assignments with exactly
i zeros (the largest assignment 1n at the top of the lattice and 0n at the bottom). Each assignment a is connected with
an edge to all the assignments b < a in the layer right below it (its successors), and to all the assignments b > a
in the layer right above it (its ancestors). We will sometimes use the common name neighbors to any two connected
assignments, and refer to all the assignments in the same layer as brothers.
Note that bit-wise XOR-ing all the assignments in the Boolean lattice with some assignment s ∈ {0, 1}n , permutes
the lattice by replacing the locations of pairs of assignments. The partial order which defines this new lattice would
be denoted by ‘≤s’, and defined by: a ≤s b⇔ a ⊕ s ≤ b ⊕ s (where ⊕ denotes the bit-wise XOR operation).
Observe that for a Boolean formula defined over {0, 1}n (seen as a subset of the lattice), such a permutation is
equivalent to flipping the signs of the variables xi that appear in the formula and for which si = 1 (s can be seen as
indicating the variables whose signs should be flipped). For an assignment s ∈ {0, 1}n , we define a function f to be
s-monotone if for all pairs of assignments a, b ∈ {0, 1}n , a ≤s b⇒ f (a) ≤ f (b).
4.2. Recalling the monotone theory
The basic intuition of Bshouty’s monotone theory [7] is that any function can be decomposed into the intersection
(or conjunction) of a set of s-monotone functions, and thus the function can be learned by learning these subfunctions
using a modified learning algorithm for monotone functions. More specifically, it uses a modification of Angluin’s [1]
well-known algorithm for learning a monotone DNF, and learns a set of DNFs that are s-monotone, that is, monotone
with respect to permutations of the instance space (which can be thought of as different directions of traversing through
the Boolean lattice and looking for local minterms). Each of the learned DNFs is said to necessarily contain the target
function, and their intersection gives us exactly the, not necessarily monotone, target function. When learning each
such DNF, the algorithm adds to its hypothesis positive lattice “areas” of the target s-monotone DNF on the lattice,
only when it is sure of the target DNF’s positive classification of it, until eventually “capturing” all the function’s
positive instances. The algorithm learns those s-monotone DNFs in parallel runs that traverse the Boolean lattice in
several directions, and asks joint equivalence queries that are the intersection of all the asked hypotheses. Any positive
counterexample is used to capture more positive areas in all the directions (for any learned direction s), while negative
counterexamples necessarily imply that some direction is missing and is thus used to learn an additional s-monotone
DNF with respect to another direction s, and adding its respective hypothesis to the joint intersection. The algorithm
adds more and more directions in this manner until the intersection of the learned s-monotone DNFs forms the exact
target function.
The monotone theory tells us that for any CDNF function, a polynomial number of directions is enough to learn
it, which implies polynomial learnability of this concept class. Let us denote Bshouty’s [7] complete algorithm by
LearnCDNFEQ+MQ. This algorithm will be modified to allow using a limited membership oracle instead of the
standard one.
4.3. The monotone theory with LMQ
In one of the first papers presenting the models of corrupt query oracles, Angluin et al. [4] have also developed an
algorithm that strictly learns MDNF with a limited membership oracle and a standard equivalence oracle. Angluin
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et al.’s proposed solution is based on the idea of assuming that any limited instance is in fact a positive instance, and
then confirming that this assumption does not contradict the learned function’s monotonicity, by verifying that none
of the instance’s ancestors are negative. Apart from this idea, the algorithm is quite similar to the regular algorithm for
learning MDNF: it rolls “down the lattice” from any positive counterexample, until reaching a minterm (positive
or limited) whose corresponding monotone term is added to the hypothesis. In case some of the ancestors of a
limited minterm are limited by themselves, the term corresponding to the (assumed-to-be-positive) limited instance is
nevertheless added to the hypothesis, and the learning continues. If some of its limited ancestors are in fact negative,
then this would be revealed by necessarily receiving such an ancestor as a negative counterexample since the learning
is strict and the equivalence oracle thus requires h ≡ f . This obstructs the use of the algorithm as the basic block
of strictly learning with LearnCDNFEQ+MQ, since the monotone theory uses any negative counterexample as an
indication of the existence of some yet undiscovered direction that should be added to the hypothesis intersection,
and thus adds it to the running parallel copies of the quasi-monotone learning algorithms. Using Angluin et al.’s
solution makes any received negative counterexample ambiguous in the sense that it might be either an evidence
for another unknown direction, or just a correction of a previously incorrect assumption regarding some limited
instance.
We may see Angluin et al.’s LMQ algorithm as taking a “greedy” approach of adding to the learned hypothesis
as much “positive areas” on the lattice as possible, and correcting overly hasty additions as needed. Conversely, our
following modification of LearnCDNFEQ+MQ would be seen as taking a “cautious” approach of adding only “positive
areas” that were verified to be fully contained in the target function’s areas, and further adding more areas as needed.
This approach is implemented by assuming any limited instance to be a negative one. In practice, the algorithm “rolls
down the lattice”, through a path of positive instances, until reaching a minimal positive instance in the sense that all its
successors are either negative or limited. Following the cautious approach, the term corresponding to this minterm is
added to the hypothesis, and an equivalence query gives us another positive counterexample fromwhich to roll towards
a new minterm (which might belong to an already partly discovered term, whose discovery was interrupted by limited
instances).
The possibility that a newly found minterm might be in fact “in the middle” of a term means that it might
have some positive “brothers” (in its layer) that satisfy the same term. Some of these brothers are possibly not
included yet in the hypothesis, meaning that we might pass through it in another tour of the lattice (after receiving
a positive counterexample above it, corresponding to the same partly undiscovered term). When passing through
these brothers, we might run into some of the same limited successors of the previously found minterm, and once
again terminate the tour and add another partial term to the hypothesis. Moreover, when using the algorithm as part
of LearnCDNFEQ+MQ, we might meet these limited instances when coming from several different directions, each
corresponding to learning with respect to another basis element. Since any instance has n neighbors in the lattice
(each of them might be its parent in some permutation), then each limited instance might cause the algorithm to
discover each term in at most O(n) different parts, thus using up to a multiplicative factor of O(n) computational
resources more than without limited instances. This amounts to a total complexity of O(Lnϕi ), which is far more than
desired.
The above problem is solved by asking limited membership queries on all the n neighbors of any limited instance
we meet, which immediately results in eliminating the effect of this limited instance on any subsequent tour on the
lattice. For each positive neighbor, we add its corresponding term (with respect to each of the learned directions) to
each of the hypotheses, whose conjunction constructs the joint hypothesis of LearnCDNFEQ+MQ. We store these
positive neighbors, and for each newly discovered direction we set its initial hypothesis with the terms corresponding
to these positive neighbors with respect to the new direction. This limited instance would thus not interrupt the normal
run of the algorithm ever again, since any copy of the parallel learning algorithms would neither approach it from
the direction of the positive neighbors, which are already contained in its hypothesis, nor be interrupted by it from
the direction of the negative or limited neighbors, which by themselves terminate the current tour through the lattice.
Hence we only need a total addition of O(Ln) membership queries in order to completely eliminate the influence of
the limited instances. The algorithm strictLearnCDNFEQ+LMQ is detailed in Algorithm 5.
Observe that each of the algorithm’s parallel hypotheses is always contained in the respective quasi-monotone
target function (which contains the complete target function). This means that once there are no more positive
counterexamples (instances x ∈ {0, 1}n classified positively by LMQ f for which h(x) = 0), the equivalence oracle
must either answer “Yes” on EQ(h) or return a counterexample that might be either negative, which would result
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Algorithm 5 Algorithm strictLearnCDNFEQ+LMQ —Strictly learning CDNF with limitedmembership queries and
standard equivalence queries.
1: P ← ∅ // set of positive instances found “around” limited instances
2: Run LearnCDNFEQ+MQ:
3: If The algorithm gets ⊥ for some LMQ f (a) then
4: Return 0 to the algorithm’s query // instead of the ⊥
5: For i ← 1, . . . , n do
6: If LMQ f (a|ai←a¯i ) = 1 then
7: P ← P ∪ {a|ai←a¯i }
8: end If
9: end For
10: Add P to the minterms found by LearnCDNFEQ+MQ // would be added to the algorithm’s hypotheses in all
directions
11: end If
in adding another learned direction, or positive, which is classified as ⊥ by LMQ f . In the latter case, the algorithm
would add the monotone term corresponding to this counterexample to the hypothesis, and ask another equivalence
query. Continuing in this manner, the algorithm eventually classifies correctly also the limited instances, which gives
us strict learning as desired. The following claim sums this algorithm’s complexity:
Theorem 18. For any concept class Cn , algorithm strictLearnCDNFEQ+LMQ learns strictly any function f ∈ Cn ,
using O(n2 · sizeCNF( f ) · sizeDNF( f ) + nL) limited membership queries and O(sizeCNF( f ) · sizeDNF( f ) + L)
standard equivalence queries.
4.4. The monotone theory with CLMQ
We may also learn any function defined over {0, 1}n , with r relevant variables, using strictLearnCDNFEQ+LMQ
as the iterated algorithm of FindRelevantCCEQ+CCMQ. Observe that a neighbor (parent or son) of an instance
in a projected lattice is also its neighbor in the unprojected lattice. This means that the queries dedicated to
the “close surrounding” of the limited instances can still be cached and reused also in subsequent iterations of
FindRelevantCCEQ+CCMQ (with fewer projected variables), thus bounding the total number of additional limited
membership queries, in all the iterations of FindRelevantCCEQ+CCMQ, to O(rl). As a corollary of the above and
Lemma 10, we get:
Theorem 19. For any concept class Crn , any function f ∈ Crn is strictly learnable with O(r3 · sizeCNF ( f ) ·
sizeDNF ( f ) + r log n + rl) conceptually limited membership queries and O(r · sizeCNF ( f ) · sizeDNF ( f ) + l)
standard equivalence queries.
which gives attribute-efficient learnability of any CDNF function (including decision trees), with conceptually limited
membership queries, using only an addition of O(rl) membership queries compared to learning with standard
membership queries, and at most O(l) additional equivalence queries (in the strict case). This is obviously much
better than the generic statements from Section 3.
5. Improved reduction from strict to non-strict
In previous sections, as well as in Angluin et al.’s paper [4], results are stated in terms of either strict or non-
strict learning, which gives the impression that there is some computational gap between the two models. Angluin et
al. have shown that the gap is polynomial, meaning that polynomial non-strict learnability implies polynomial strict
learnability. Their reduction between the two learning models required increasing the membership and equivalence
query complexities by amultiplicative factor of L . We shall now improve this result by showing a reduction that uses
an addition of L equivalence queries only.
We shall now present the main theorem of this section, which states the improved reduction from strict to non-strict
learning.
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Table 2
Summary of the paper’s main transformations and their complexities
In alg. Oracles # EQ # MQ Size Out alg.
S MEQ ψeL − ψs + ψeL C
S MEQ ψ2e L − ψs L C
S, NAE CCEQ+ CCMQ r2lϕe(r) r2lϕm (r) lϕs (r) C, AE
+r log n
S EQ+ LMQ ψeL ψm L ψs L C
S, NAE EQ+ CLMQ rlϕe(r) rlϕm (r) lϕs (r) C, AE
+r log n
C, non-strict EQ+ LMQ ψNSe + L ψNSm ψNSs + L C, strict
S, CDNF EQ+ LMQ ψe + L ψm + nL ψs + nL strict
S, NAE, CDNF EQ+ CLMQ rϕe(r)+ l rϕm (r)+ rl ϕs (r)+ rl AE, strict
+r log n
The ‘In alg.’ and ‘Out alg.’ columns detail the properties of the input (black-box) algorithm and the
transformation’s output algorithm, respectively. ‘S’ (resp. ‘C’) denotes an algorithm that handles
“standard” (resp. “corrupt”) oracles. ‘NAE’ denotes a Non-Attribute-Efficient algorithm. ϕi denotes
the complexity of a non-attribute-efficient algorithm. ψi denotes the complexity of any general
learning algorithm (shorthand for either ϕi (n) or ϕ˜i (n, r)).
Theorem 20. Non-strict learnability of a concept class Crn , with O(ϕ˜NSt (n, r)) time steps, O(ϕ˜NSm (n, r)) limited
membership queries and O(ϕ˜NSe (n, r)) equivalence queries, implies strict learnability of Crn , with O(ϕ˜NSt (n, r)+ L)
time steps, O(ϕ˜NSm (n, r)) limited membership queries and O(ϕ˜
NS
e (n, r)+ L) equivalence queries.
Proof. Let ALGNSEQ+LMQ be an algorithm that learns C
r
n non-strictly (and possibly attribute-efficiently) with the
complexities stated above. Our improved reduction is based on the idea that asking an equivalence query on a
hypothesis h with an attached labelled instance (x, f (x)) (that is, EQ([h, {(x, f (x))}])) necessarily results in a
counterexample other than (x, f (x)). This observation can be used to “hide” unwanted counterexamples from the
learner, and replace them with other counterexamples that the learner can better handle.
The new reduction works as follows: Let us assume that we run the non-strict algorithm ALGNSEQ+LMQ in a
strict setting, meaning we might now receive counterexamples from E , and we are required to output a hypothesis
h such that h ≡ f (rather than the non-strict requirement [h, E] ≡ [ f, E]). Whenever the learning algorithm
asks an equivalence query EQ(h) and receives some counterexample a ∈ {0, 1}n for which it has previously
received ⊥ from the limited membership oracle, we conceal it from the learner, and ask another equivalence query
EQ([h, {(a, h(a)}]) that would result in another counterexample b ∈ {0, 1}n , which is then returned to the learner.
Any such counterexample attached to the asked hypothesis remains attached to all future queries in order to avoid
receiving it again. We continue in this manner, accumulating “problematic” counterexamples in some set S attached
to the asked hypotheses (for which we know that S ⊆ E), which means that the non-strict algorithm is actually
unaware of the strict setting, and thus it eventually asks a query on a hypothesis h for which [h, E] ≡ [ f, E]. Observe
that this implies also [[h, S], E] ≡ [ f, E]. At that point, either [h, S] ≡ f and the oracle answers “Yes” (meaning we
are done), or the oracle returns some counterexample (a, f (a)) ∈ E \ S such that h(a) 6= f (a), and for which the
learner has already received ⊥ answer (otherwise necessarily h(a) = f (a)), and so we add it to S and ask another
equivalence query with S ∪ (a, f (a)) attached. This continues until we get all the true values of instances for which
the learner has previously received ⊥, and then necessarily [h, S] ≡ f .
In order to avoid outputting this enlarged hypothesis, we may now run the non-strict learning algorithm once
again (from the start), and this time answer all its limited membership queries using our hypothesis [h, S], which is
equivalent to f , meaning the algorithm gets no ⊥ answers this time (and we also need not “spend” any additional
query complexity during this run). Thus, E is effectively empty at this iteration, and the non-strict algorithm would
consequently output a hypothesis h for which h ≡ [h, E] ≡ [ f, E] ≡ f , as desired.
Since the non-strict learner is actually unaware of the strict setting, the only change in complexity is the additional
equivalence queries that are used to hide the contradicting counterexamples from the learner. There are at most O(L)
such equivalence queries, since once we attach a limited instance to the equivalence queries it won’t be received again,
which proves the stated complexity. 
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6. Conclusions and open problems
The major contribution of this paper is the presentation of a completely generic adaptation of attribute-efficient
algorithms to learning with corrupt oracles as well. The main results are summarized in Table 2. Comparing the
results for learning with MEQ only, or with EQ and LMQ, to those of Bisht, Bshouty and Khoury [5], one can see that
the multiplicative factor of O(n) was completely removed from the complexities.
The principal difference between the algorithms of Bisht, Bshouty and Khoury [5] and our divide & conquer
algorithms is that our base case (each leaf of the divide & conquer tree) is for L = 1 whereas their base case is for
L = 0. In the latter case, their need to completely isolate each corrupt instance necessarily forces the algorithm to
process all the instances’ variables. When we have base case algorithms that may also handle an instance space with
a single corruption, we only need to separate all the corruptions to different nodes of the tree, which can be done in
most cases with complexity that is linear in the number of corruptions L rather than the number of variables n.
The common observation regarding the “active” nature of membership queries, as opposed to the more “passive”
nature of equivalence queries, helps to understand the limits of generic reductions of the type presented in this paper.
The active nature of membership queries means also that there is only one true answer to the learner’s query, whereas
the passive equivalence queries may be answered with many possible counterexamples. Applying this observation
to our case of generic reductions, implies that the use of a membership oracle makes the reductions from corrupt to
non-corrupt oracles significantly harder. This is because the asked membership queries force any reduction, running
the given “non-corrupt” algorithm as a black-box, to avoid “cheating” the learning algorithm and to answer with only
the true values of the target function on the instances it has chosen. Handling equivalence queries is much easier.
In the divide & conquer algorithms, for example, we may simply return any received counterexample to the copy
of the algorithm corresponding to its restriction, since the learner is guaranteed to succeed with any received true
counterexample. In the reductions that also use a membership oracle, however, when we run the given black-box
algorithm over some projection of the instance space, it may ask membership queries from outside its projection, and
we are obliged to give it the true answer. Thus, in these cases we had to add the extra assumption — that the concept
class is closed under projection, which allowed us to answer membership queries with the value of the target function
for the projected instance.
The passive nature of equivalence queries has also enabled us to overcome corrupt counterexamples by replacing
them with “better” ones, using an attachment of the corrupt counterexamples to subsequent queries. This useful
“attachment technique” is possible only because the learning algorithm does not expect to receive any particular
counterexample, but is rather guaranteed to succeed with any true counterexample given to it. This has enabled the
efficient learnability with MEQ, as well as the improved reduction from strict to non-strict learning.
6.1. ONLINE learning with corruptions
The first to present the ONLINE model (also known as ”Mistake Bound”) was Littlestone [10], who has observed
that EXACT learnability implies ONLINE learnability and deterministic ONLINE learnability implies improper
EXACT learnability. The combination of this two-way observation means that any reduction between variants of
the EXACT model (as discussed in this paper) implies a corresponding reduction between the respective variants of
the deterministic ONLINE model. This means that, following our results, deterministic attribute-efficient ONLINE
learnability is preserved even when the oracles are corrupt.
Stronger statements for the standard (non-deterministic) ONLINE learning model can be achieved by applying our
ideas directly on algorithms for this model. For example, the “attachment technique”, in which we attach previous
counterexamples to hypotheses in order to avoid receiving these counterexamples again, may be directly applied in
ONLINE learning by simply remembering all previous correct answers and mistakes, and classifying any repeated
instance accordingly. Applying the “divide & conquer” technique, by running parallel copies of the algorithm over
several projections, is also quite straightforward, and can be done in the spirit of Blum, Hellerstein and Littlestone’s
ONLINE variant of our FindRelevantEQ+MQ algorithm. Thus, it can be verified that our results are also valid for the
realistic ONLINE learning model, which means that our algorithms can be practically used also in this scenario to
preserve attribute-efficiency in the face of corruptions.
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6.2. Open questions
Several open questions have naturally arisen during our research:
• The main question that remains open is related to the case of proper learning; that is, learning with hypotheses
that are constrained to be from the learned concept class. Our study uses “improperness” extensively, both in the
“attachment technique”, where we attach a table of previous counterexamples to the asked hypothesis, and in the
“divide & conquer” technique, by using hypotheses that are disjunctions of distinct hypotheses for the divided
instance space. In both of these methods we allow ourselves to use hypotheses that are not necessarily from the
learned concept class, which raises the question whether our results could also be achieved for the proper case.
• The large gap between the generic results and the specific ones for CDNF definitely requires to better understand
the cause of this gap (is it because the generic results are actually very far from their optimum and should thus
be further improved?). Also, it should be interesting to further study other concept classes for the case of learning
with corruptions.
• Can the results for learning with a malicious membership oracle (and a standard equivalence oracle) be further
improved? This seems to be harder than the case of a limited membership oracle, since the corrupt instances
(among all the asked ones) are unidentified, and thus we do not know how to efficiently split the nodes of the
divide & conquer tree.
• We have not studied learning attribute-efficiently with a corrupt membership oracle alone. One problem with using
the existing ideas in this setting is that most of our reductions run several parallel copies (with their respective
assumptions) and identify the successful copy using the equivalence oracle’s answer. When learning with a
membership oracle alone, if several copies does not halt with a “failure code” but rather output some hypothesis, it
seems hard to tell which of the hypotheses is a true one.
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